This paper extends the known characterization of interpolation and sampling sequences for Bergman spaces to the mixed-norm spaces. The Bergman spaces have conformal invariance properties not shared by the mixed-norm spaces. As a result, different techniques of proof were required.
Introduction

The mixed-norm spaces
For a function f analytic in the unit disc D " tz P C : |z| ă 1u, the integral means are defined by M p pr, f q " " 1 2π
and M 8 pr, f q " max θ |f pre iθ q|.
For 0 ă p ă 8, 0 ă q ă 8, the mixed-norm space App,is the set of functions f analytic in D with 
If f P App, qq, we write f App,qq for f Lpp,qq .
For 0 ă p, q ă 8, App,are invariant complete metric spaces with the metric dpf, gq " f´g s App,qq , where s " minpp, q, 1q.
If 1 ď p and 1 ď q, . App,qq is a norm and pApp, qq, . q becomes a Banach space. We are also interested in two other spaces which are related to the mixed-norm space. The first one is the growth space A´n pn ą 0q, which is the set of functions f analytic in D with f ´n " sup zPD p1´|z| 2 q n |f pzq| ă 8.
The second one is the weighted Bergman space A p α p0 ă p ă 8, α ą´1q, which consists of functions f analytic in D with
Note that A p " A p 0 . Also note that some authors use that convention that A p α is equal to what we would call A p αp´1 .
Definitions of interpolation sequences
Let A be a space of functions on Ω, X a sequence space and Γ " pz m q Ă Ω a sequence that has no limit points in Ω. Denote by R Γ the mapping f Þ Ñ pf pz m qq. We say Γ is an interpolation sequence for pA, Xq if R Γ pAq " X. In other words, Γ is an interpolation sequence for pA, Xq if pf pz mP X for all f P A and for every sequence pa m q P X, there is a function f P A such that f pz m q " a m for every m.
If A " App, qq, we let the sequence space X to be l p,q defined as folows: Let β " 1{L for some integer L ě 2 and set r j " 1´β j , j " 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let us divide the unit disc D into annuli A j " tz P C : r j ď |z| ă r j`1 u. Also divide each annulus A j by means of equally spaced radii into 2L j equal 'polar rectangles' Q j,k " tz " r iθ : r j ď r ă r j`1 , pk´1qβ j π ď θ ă kβ j πu. We now arrange Γ such that |z 1 | ď |z 2 | ď . . . ă 1.
For each annulus A j , let L j be the number of points of Γ in A j (necessarily finite). Number the points of Γ by z j,k such that z j,k P A j , k " 1, 2, . . . , L j and |z j,k | ă |z j 1 ,k 1 | if j ă j 1 . Specifically, pz j,k q is a doubly indexed sequence defined by
Unless specified otherwise, every doubly indexed sequence from now on is numbered according to (7) . Now let pa m q be a sequence in C and let pa j,k q be its doubly indexed sequence defined in the same manner, i.e. a j,k " a m if m " k`ř 
The sequence space l p,q is now used for interpolation for App, qq. We say Γ is an interpolation sequence for App,if R Γ pApp," l p,q . We also require the definitions of interpolation sequences for A´n and A 
Thus we say Γ is an interpolation sequence for A´n if R Γ pA´nq " l 
Uniformly Discrete Sequences
Recall that for 0 ă p, q ă 8, App,and l p,q are invariant complete metric spaces with the metric dpx, yq " x´y s , s " minpp, q, 1q. Let Γ " pz m q be an interpolation sequence for App, qq. A simple verification shows that the mapping R Γ : f Þ Ñ pf pz mhas closed graph and hence is bounded from App,into l p,q . Since Γ is an interpolation sequence, R Γ is also onto. The open mapping theorem implies that there exists the smallest constant M pΓq such that for every pa m q P l p,q , there is an f P App,satisfying f pz m q " a m for all m and f App,qq ď M pa m q l p,q . M is called the interpolation constant of Γ for App, qq.
Interpolation sequences are not too dense anywhere. In fact, a necessary condition for interpolation is being uniformly discrete. A sequence Γ " pz m q Ă D is said to be uniformly discrete with separation constant δ if
where ρpz, wq is the pseudohyperbolic distance between two points in D given by ρpz, wq " |z´w| |1´wz| .
We also denote the pseudohyperbolic disk of radius r centered at z by Epz, rq " tζ P D : ρpz, ζq ă ru.
The following results on uniformly discrete sequences were proved in [3, Chapter 2]: Proposition 1. Suppose that Γ " pz m q is a uniformly discrete sequence with ρpz n , z m q ě δ ą 0 for m ‰ n. Let npΓ, z, rq denote the number of points in Γ X Epz, rq. Then
2. npΓ, z, rq ď`2 δ`1˘2 1 1´r 2 for every point z P D and 0 ă r ă 1. In particular, npΓ, z, rq " Oˆ1 1´r˙.
Seip's theorems and their extensions
In [14] , Seip characterizes sets of sampling and interpolation for A´n via certain densities which are equivalent to the Korenblum's densities in [7] . In order to state the results, we require several definitions. For 0 ă s ă 1, let npΓ, ζ, sq be the number of points of Γ contained in Epζ, sq. Define, for Γ uniformly discrete, where apΩq "
ż Ω 1 p1´|z| 2 q 2 dApzq is the hyperbolic measure of a measurable subset Ω of D.
The lower and upper uniform densities are defined, respectively, to be
and
The densities can be reformulated as
The following theorems were proved in [14] . (The definition of sampling sequence occurs in section 4.) Theorem 2. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of sampling for A´n if and only if it contains a uniformly discrete subsequence Γ 1 for which D´pΓ 1 q ą n.
Theorem 3. A sequence Γ of distinct points in D is a set of interpolation for A´n if and only if Γ is uniformly discrete and D`pΓq ă n.
Theorem 3 was extended to the Bergman space A p p0 ă p ă 8q and the weighted Bergman space A p α p0 ă p ă 8, α ą´1q. The proofs can be found in [3] , [12] and [6] . 2 Some properties of interpolation sequences for mixed-norm spaces
Basic properties of mixed norm spaces
Recall that the mixed norm space App,consists of analytic functions f in the unit disk with
It is easy to check that App,is an invariant metric space with the metric dpf, gq :" f´g
where s " minpp, q, 1q. If p, q ą 1, pApp, qq, . App,is a normed linear space.
The following results can be found in [5] and [1] :
1. Let 0 ă p, q ă 8 and f P App, qq, then for all z P D:
for some constant C independent of f . If r n´1 ă r ă r n ă r 1 ă r n`1 , then
Integrate this inequality with respect to 2r 1 dr 1 from r n to r n`1 to get
This gives
where absolute bars indicate the area of a set. We can now raise both sides to the power q{p and integrate with respect to 2r dr from r n´1 to r n :
A similar argument but integrating first in r and then r 1 gives
Summing both these inequalities gives us (for some constant C depending only on β)
Since M p pf, rq is increasing, the integral of |f | p over A 1 is less than a constant times the integral over A 2 and so we can include n " 1 in the sum on the left, provided we increase the constant C. Thus we obtain the following new norm
which is equivalent to the usual norm f App,qq (that is~f~ď C f and f ď C~f~for some constant C depending only on β). The integral over the annulus A n can be written as a sum (on k) of integrals over Q n,k :
Or, since |A n | " 2L n |Q n,k |:
Or, since L´n " β n " 1´r n :
We will need to a few properties of the set Q n,k , especially in connection with the pseudohyperbolic metric ρ, defined by ρpz, wq " |z´w| |1´wz| (for z, w P D) and the associated hyperbolic disks defined by Epz, Rq " tw : ρpz, wq ă Ru Epz, Rq " tw : ρpz, wq ď Ru Theorem 7. There exist constants 0 ă r ă R ă 1 depending only on β such that 1. For every pair pn, kq, if z P Q n,k then Q n,k Ă Epz, Rq 2. For every pair pn, kq, there exists z P Q n,k with Epz, rq Ă Q n,k .
Let us denote by r β the largest possible r and R β the smallest possible R from this theorem. Letz n,k denote the z from statement 2 for r " r β and let z n,k denote the Euclidean center of E n,k " Epz n,k , r β q.
A fairly easy estimate of the areas involved show that there are constants C 1 and C 2 depending only on β such that for all pairs pn, kq
Then we have the estimate, for every analytic function f :
Note also that for any z P A n we have
for some constant C depending only on β. And so for any f in App, qq,
for some constant C " Cpβq. This show that evaluation at the points of the sequence pz n,k q is a bounded map from App,into l p,q ppz n,k qq. This result is also true for a uniformly discrete sequence Γ " pz m q " pz n,k q (pz n,k q is defined as in Section 1.2). Proposition 1 implies that there is an upper bound M on the number of points of Γ in any Q n,k . So, if Γ is uniformly discrete then it is the union of at most M sequences each of which has at most one point in any Q n,k .
u is uniformly discrete then the operator R Γ taking f to pf pz n,kis bounded from App,to l p,q pΓq.
Proof. By the remarks preceding the theorem, we can suppose that there is at most one point of Γ in each Q n,k . If z n,k P Γ X Q n,k , let it be the Euclidean center of a disk E n,k with hyperbolic radius r β . E n,k needs not be contained in Q n,k , but if it intersects the boundary of Q n,k then it is contained in the union of those Q n 1 ,k 1 that are adjacent to the part of the boundary intersected. This union contains at most one additional Q n,k 1 in the same annulus A n as Q n,k and at most L`1 additional Q n`1,k 1 in the next annulus A n`1 (or at most 2 additional Q n´1,k 1 in the previous annulus A n´1 ). Thus
It is now easy to see from 22 that f l p,q pΓq is less than a finite multiple of~f~A pp,qq .
Necessity of separation
One might wonder why l p,q is chosen to be the target space for interpolation. It turns out that relatively mild assumptions on A and X force an interpolation sequence Γ to be uniformly discrete. Moreover, Theorem 8 shows that if Γ " pz k q is uniformly discrete then R Γ pApp,Ă l p,q with R Γ pf q " pf pz k qq. This suggests we choose l p,q for the interpolation problem. We now turn to the proofs of these assertions.
Let
denote the sequence having a 1 in position k and 0 elsewhere. Let P k be the operator of projection onto the kth component: if w " pw j q then P k pwq " w k e pkq .
Theorem 9. Let A be a Banach space of analytic functions on D and Γ a sequence of distinct points in D. Let X be a Banach space of sequences, the sequences being indexed the same as Γ. Let R Γ be the operator that takes functions to sequences via R Γ pf q k " f pz k q. Assume the following:
1. For every k, the sequence e pkq belongs to X.
2.
For every k, P k takes X continuously into X and sup k P k ă 8.
3. There is a constant C A such that for any
4. Covergence in A implies pointwise convergence on Γ.
If the operator R Γ satisfies R Γ pAq " X, then Γ is uniformly discrete.
Proof. Condition 2 and 4 imply that R Γ has closed graph and so is bounded. Since it is also onto we can apply the open mapping principle to obtain an interpolation constant K:
The assumptions imply that the sequence w " M zn pz k qe pkq belongs to X. Let f P A with f A ď K w X . Since f vanishes at z n we have g " f {M zn P A. Note that gpz k q " 1, and so P k pR Γ pgqq " e pkq . Then we have the following inequalities:
where
Certainly, l p,q pΓq satisfies the requirements. It is not immediately obvious that App,satisfies condition 3. We address that in the next result. Proof. We will show that App,satisfies condition 3 of the previous theorem. Let f vanish at a fixed z k . Consider the disk D " Dpz k , 1{2q " tz : |M z k pzq ă 1{2u and let g " f {M z k . On the complement of this disk it is clear that |g| ă 2|f |. It will be enough to show that g App,qq ď gχ DzD Lpp,qq for any analytic function g, where the constant C does not depend on z k . For this it suffices to show that
The proof of this is essentially a sort of maximum principle. Its proof would be a great deal easier if we were able to use a conformal map to turn integral centered around z k to integrals centered around 0. We consider the equivalent norm~.~on App,obtained in Section 2.2. Let D 1 be the slightly larger disk with pseudohyperbolic radius 1{2`1{2 1`p1{2qp1{2q " 4{5. If we choose the parameter β appropriately, we can arrange for D 1 to overlap at most two annuli A n . For simplicity, let us temporarily assume that D 1 is contained in exactly one annulus A n . We did not extend the new norm to all of L p,q , but it is clear that we can apply it to any measurable function, though it needs not always be finite. In the case gχ D we get a single nonzero term in the infinite sum:
It is relatively straightforward to show that ş
|g| p dA (conformally map to the disks of radius 1/2 and 4/5 centered at 0, use polar coordinates and the fact that the integral on circles increases as the radius increases). This gives us
If D 1 overlaps two annuli A n´1 and A n , then the second line can be replaced by a sum of two terms.
So we established that App,satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9. Now if Γ is an interpolation sequence for App, qq, i.e. R Γ pApp," l p,q pΓq, then Γ is uniformly discrete thanks to Theorem 9.
Stability under perturbation
A property of interpolation sequences is their stability under (hyperbolically) small perturbations. We start with the following lemma: Proof. First, for a, b, c ą 0 and α ą 0, a simple application of Holder's and Minkowski's inequalities gives us
is the Euclidean radius of the hyperbolic disk Epz m , δq. This gives us
Thus for δ ă 1{20:
Now let pz j,k q be the doubly indexed sequence of pz m q defined as in (7). Since r j ă |z j,k | ă r j`1 and 1´r j " β j , we have
This and inequality (25) imply
Hence, pa m q is also a sequence in l p,q pΓ 1 q.
The following theorem shows that if Γ is an interpolation sequence for App,then a small perturbation on Γ still results in an interpolation sequence for App, qq. The proof is taken after Lemma 1.9 in [6] and Theorem 5.1 in [8] , save a few minor changes to work for mixed-norm spaces.
Theorem 12. For 0 ă p, q ă 8, let Γ " pu m q be an interpolation sequence for App,and pu Proof. Let pv m q P l p,q pΓ 1 q. By Lemma 11, pv m q P l p,q pΓq for δ small enough. Denote u " pu m q, u 1 " pu 1 m q and v 0 " v. Since u is an interpolation sequence of App, qq, there exists f 0 P App,such that f 0 puq " v 0 (i.e., f 0 pu m q " v m for all m).
where C " Cpp, rq ą 0 and r ě 2ρpz, wq. Provided that δ is chosen small enough so that the hyperbolic disks Epz m , rq are pairwise disjoint, we have:
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 8 shows that
where the number of The proof is split into several cases and requires the following inequalities Lemma 15.
2. For M ą 1, there exists a constant C " CpM q such that for all 0 ă ρ ă 1
3. For´1 ă a ă B´1, there exists a constant C " Cpa, Bq such that for all 0 ă ρ ă 1
4. For´1 ă a ă M´2, there exists a constant C " Cpa, M q such that for all w P D
5. Let Γ " pz k q be a uniformly discrete sequence in D with seperation constant δ " δpΓq. Then for 1 ă t ă s, there is a constant C " Cpt, s, δq ą 0 such that
for all z P D.
Proof. The techniques for the proof can be found in [Lemma 1-3, Chapter 6, [3] ].
Suffiency part of Theorem 14
Suppose Γ " pz mk q is uniformly discrete and D`pΓq ă 1{q. Then Γ is an interpolation sequence for A´n where n " 1{q´ for some ą 0. Hence there exists a sequence pg mk q P A´n such that g mk pz mk q " p1´|z mk | 2 q´n, g mk pz m 1 k 1 q " 0 for all pm 1 , k 1 q ‰ pm, kq, g mk ď M pΓq for all m and k; where M pΓq is the interpolation constant of Γ for A´n.
The interpolation problem is then solved by the formula
where s is suffiently large. It is clear that if the series converges point-wise to f then f pz mk q " a mk for all pm, kq. For each 0 ă R ă 1, we will show that the series converges uniformly on the disk tz : |z| ď Ru. First, we see that |g mk pzq| p1´z mk zq s ď p1´|z| 2 q´n g mk pzq A´n p1´Rq´s ď p1´R 2 q´np1´Rq´sM " CpR, M pΓqq.
Thus, it suffices to show that 
where C depends only on R and the separation constant of Γ. We also have 1´|z mk | « 1´r m . In either case the series in (35) is bounded by
If q ď 1 this sum is bounded by 
Now note that ř m p1´r 2 m q is finite. Consequently, a straightforward estimation shows that, for s sufficiently large,
where C depends only on R, p, q, M pΓq and the separation constant of Γ. It follows that the series in (34) converges uniformly to an analytic function f on each compact set of D.
To prove that f belongs in App, qq, we only need to verify that f App,qq ă 8. The proof is split into four cases. The only property of the g mk that we will use is that for all m and k, |g mk pzq| ď M pΓqp1´r 2 q´n. Thus, it suffices to show that
belongs to Lpp,
Inequality (33) then gives us
In view of inequality (30), we obtain
ff q{p 2r dr
From inequalities (29) and (23), we have To apply the inequalities above, x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 must be chosen such that
The following works for so small such that n` ă 1{q:
We conclude that f P App, qq.
Case 2: q{p ď 1, p ď 1. From inequality (29), we obtain
In light of inequalities (30) and (23), this implies that Case 3: q{p ą 1, p ą 1. Let x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 be real numbers such that x 1`y1 " n`s, x 2`y2 " s and apply Holder's inequality to get 
If´1 ă qpy 1´y2`y3´y4´n q ă qx 4´1 then we can apply inequality (31) to get
It is easy to see that there exist x 1 , x 2 , . . . satisfying the conditions for the inequalities. Thus f P App, qq.
Case 4: q{p ą 1, p ď 1. By inequalities (29) and (30), we have
Let x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 be real numbers such that x 1`y1 " n`s, x 2`y2 " s´1{p and apply Holder's inequality to get 
The last step is choosing x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 for applying the inequalities. Having verified all the cases, we conclude that f P App, qq. This completes the proof of the suffiency part of Theorem 14.
Necessity part of Theorem 14
Suppose Γ is an interpolation sequence for App, qq. Corollary 10 shows that Γ is uniformly discrete. To prove D`pΓq ď 1{q, we will show that Γ is an interpolation sequence for either A q or A p α for all α with p1`αq{p ą 1{q. In the latter case, the known results for the Bergman spaces will imply that the density is less than or equal to 1{q and then strict equality follows thanks to the stability of interpolation sequences under small perturbations (see Remark 1) .
The interpolation problem is solved by the formula
provided the sum converges for the space in question. Here n " 1{p`1{q, and g j are functions in App,satisfying g j pz j q " p1´|z j | 2 q´n, g j pz j 1 q " 0 for all j 1 ‰ j, and g j App,qq ď M indepent of j. (M is the interpolation constant of App, qq.)
First, we show that for s sufficiently large, the series above converges unifomly on each compact set of the unit disk to an analytic function f . This is done similarly to the suffiency case. The proof now is split into four cases. We verify that f is bounded in A q in the first two cases and that it is bounded in A p α (when p1`αq{p ą 1{q) in the last two. Since the case p " q is known for Bergman spaces, we do not need to include it.
Case 1: q{p ă 1, q ď 1. By inequality (29),
Apply Holder's inequality, we have
If s is sufficiently large, inequality (31) then gives us
Case 2: q{p ă 1, q ą 1. Let x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 be real numbers satisfying x 1`y1 " n`s, x 2`y2 " s. Then by Holder's inequality and inequality (33), we have
Holder's inequality again gives us
By inequality (30), we have
Since x 1´x2`y1´y2 " n, if we choose x 1 " 2{q then y 1´y2 " x 2`1 {p´1{q and thus,
Case 3: q{p ą 1, p ď 1. Given α with p1`αq{p ą 1{q,
In light of inequality (33), this implies that
Inequality (31) then gives us
Finally, we choose x 1 , x 2 , y 2 , y 2 such that they satisfy the conditions of the inequalities above. This completes the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 14.
Sampling sequences for mixed-norm spaces
Interpolation problems often go together with sampling problems. For a function space pA, . A q on Ω, a sequence of distinct points Γ " pz m q Ă Ω and a sequence space pX, . X q, Γ is said to be a sampling sequence for pA, Xq if there exist positive constants
The sampling problem for mixed-norm spaces is to characterize sampling sequences for the pair pApp, qq, l p,q pΓqq. Our method is based on the paper [10] . There it is shown that a sequence Γ is sampling for A q if and only if there exists r ă q such that every limit set under a sequence of Möbius transformations of Γ is a set of uniqueness for A r . Thus, the density condition that is known to be characteristic of sampling in A q must be equivalent to this limit condition. We will show the following theorem.
Given a function gpwq " gpρe it q P Lpp, qq,
in which the convolution is taken in the angle variables. We use part 2 of Lemma 15 (with M " 4`2α, which is greater than 1 because α ą´1) to obtain
Since g L p pdtq belongs to L q p2r drq, it now suffices to show that the function in the inequality above defines a bounded integral operator on L q p2r drq. This is a consequence of the Schur method (Lemma 18 below) and the inequalities
These both follow from part 3 of Lemma 15 if is chosen so that 2`2α ą α´ q 1 ą´1 and 2`2α2`α´ q ą´1. If we solve for and see that we must have simultaneouslý
Such an exists if we have maxˆ´2´α q 1 ,´α q˙ă minˆ1`α q 1 ,
3`α qȮ
f the four inequalities that this leads to, two are equivalent to α ą´3{2 and the others are respectively equivalent to α ą´2´1{q and α ą 1{q´1. All of these follow from the last, and that was one of the assumptions.
The Schur method for establishing boundedness of integral operators on L p spaces can be found in [4] . Here we use the following form:
Lemma 18. Let kpx, yq be a nonnegative measurable kernel on the product space pXŶ , µ b νq where µ and ν are σ-finite measures. Let q ą 1 and assume there exist real constants C 1 and C 2 and positive functions h 1 pxq and h 2 pyq such that
Then the integral operator K defined by Kf pyq " ş kpx, yqf pxq dµpxq is bounded from
The equations (49) establish the hypotheses of Lemma 18 for the functions hpzq " kpzq " p1´ρ 2 q´ , thus finishing the proof of Lemma 17. One half of the sampling requirement for Γ " tz n u is an upper estimate: }pf pz n qq} l p,q ď }f } Lpp,qq , f P App, qq.
A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the number of points of the sequence in Q j,k is bounded above independent of j and k. We will say such a sequence has bounded density and also call it a Carleson sequence. If µ is sum of unit masses at each point of Γ, then µ satisfies µpQ j,k q ď C with C independent of j and k. We will use C for the set of measures satisfying this inequality for some constant C depending on the measure.
If φ is a Möbius transformation of the disk, write µ φ for the measure defined by µ φ pEq " µpφ´1pEqq. We say a sequence of measures µ n converges weakly to µ if ş h dµ n Ñ ş h dµ for all continuous h with compact support in D. Let W µ denote the set of all weak limits of measures of the form µ φn for sequences tφ n u of Möbius transformations of D.
The main result of [10] is that a measure µ is sampling for the weighted Bergman space A p α if and only there exists r ă p such that the support of every measure in W µ is a set of uniqueness for A r α . When applied to a sum of point masses on a sequence Γ, this condition must be equivalent to D´pΓ 1 q ą p1`αq{p for some uniformly discrete subsequence Γ 1 of Γ. In particular, if the lower uniform density of such a Γ 1 is greater than 1{q, then Γ is a sampling sequence for both A q and A p p{q´1 . We also need the following lemma from [10] (Lemma 3.7) . Assume that µ P C is such that the support of every measure in W µ is a set of uniqueness for A r α . Then there is δ ą 0 such that ş |f | r p1´|z| 2 q α`2 dµ φ ą δ for all φ P M and all f P U .
When µ is the sum of unit point masses on Γ " pz n q then this lemma says that if 0 is one of the 'good' points from Lemma 17, that is |f p0q| r ą f L r α then there exists a δ ą 0 such that for all Möbius transformations ϕ we have Turning to the necessity we have the following.
Theorem 21. If Γ is a sampling sequence for A p,q then it contains a uniformly discrete subsequence Γ 1 satisfying D´pΓ 1 q ą 1{q I will simply sketch the proof. We need the following variant of Theorem 12:
Lemma 22. For 0 ă p, q ă 8, let Γ " pu m q be a sampling sequence for App,and pu The proof is omitted. It is very much the same as that for Theorem 12. A crucial point of that proof is that the sequence Γ is uniformly discrete. That is stronger than necessary for this lemma: all that is needed is that the sequence be Carleson.
As a first step toward the proof of necessity, we need the following mixed-norm version of Theorem 3.9 of [10] .
Lemma 23. Let Z be a zero sequence for A p,q and assume that Z is a Carleson sequence. Let 0 ă γ ă 1 and suppose there exists another set Z 1 and a one-to-one correspondance σ : Z Ñ Z 1 such that 1´|σpaq| 2 " γp1´|a| 2 q and ρpa, σpaqq is bounded on Z. Then Z 1 is a zero set for A p{γ,q{γ .
The proof of this is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.9 of [10] . Instead of Theorem 3.8 of [10] , taken from [9] , we can make use of this similar characterization of zero sets of the mixed-norm space, also from [9] :
Lemma 24. Z is a zero sequence for A p,q if and only if there exists a harmonic function h in D such that the function exp rk Z pζq´hpzqs belongs to L p,q .
See either [10] or [9] for the definition of k Z . The next thing we need is the appropriate relationship between mixed norm spaces and related Bergman spaces. If p ă q we can deduce from this is the following: Γ is a set of uniqueness for A r α , for some r ă p, if and only if it is a set of uniqueness for A λp,λq , for some λ ă 1. If q ă p we can deduce: Γ is a set of uniqueness for A r , for some r ă q, if and only if it is a set of uniqueness for A λp,λq , for some λ ă 1. The main result of [10] then implies that the density criterion is equivalent to the following condition: there exist λ ă 1 such that the support of every measure in W µ is a set of uniqueness for A λp,λq . So our proof of necessity requires the following:
Theorem 26. Suppose for every λ ă 1 there exists a measure in W µ whose support is a zero set for A λp,λq . Then Γ is not a sampling sequence for A p,q .
Finally, the proof of this theorem is essentially identical to that of the corresponding result in [10] : Theorem 5.1, (a) ñ (b).
